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Abstract 

Pultrusion is a promising technique for manufacturing composite materials in the form of constant-section 

profiles, which allows to obtain these products in a highly automated way and with an overall good fiber 

alignment and cohesion. This material is used in civil and structural applications, but its development is being 

slowed down due to the fact that different types of damage can suddenly develop during the loading of the 

structure, leading to unexpected failure. 

 

The objective of the study is to identify the damage modes evolving in pultruded glass-fiber reinforced polymers 

during static tensile tests. The experimental campaign consists of 34 static tensile specimens with two different 

layups. During each test, Acoustic Emission data is recorded to assess the different characteristics of the signals 

and their location. 

 

A Self Organizing Map, clustered with the k-means algorithm, was used for retrieving classes of similar signals 

in the dataset. The evolution of damage and energy content of each class was followed during the test; this 

allowed identifying and separating different damage modes. 

 

Moreover, the possibility to apply unsupervised neural network clustering techniques to the AE data is 

investigated; this is used to filter out the signals which aren’t linkable to a material degradation. 

 

Keywords: Acoustic Emission (AE), neural network, composite, fibre reinforced materials, pultruded 

composites, glass fiber, self-organizing map 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Composite materials are nowadays being widely used for the manufacturing of lightweight 

structures, such as aircraft manufacturing, a field which traditionally has demanding 

requirements of weight reduction and safety. These materials’ usefulness is now being 

recognised also in lightweight transportation systems [1] and in civil engineering, where the 

less sensitivity to the material’s own weight and the reduction of transportation and assembly 

issues are appreciated. 

 

In particular, pultrusion allows the production of structural profiles of constant cross-section 

with a cost-effective production technique [2]. Glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP) are 

good candidates, because of their relatively low cost with respect to carbon fiber. 

 

However, the use of these materials is still delayed by the limited knowledge on their damage 

mechanisms. These latter are thought to be complex; some authors suggest that damage 

involves the fiber and the matrix, and is developed in phases which are characterized by load 

bearing capacity and stiffness progressive degradation [3]; fatigue damage is believed to 

consist in the breaking of fibers, degradation of the matrix and degradation of the interfacial 

bond between matrix and fiber [4]. 
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The use of some technique to monitor the damage development in the material during 

characterization tests can be suggested. Acoustic Emission (AE) is one of the most promising, 

due to its ability to detect damage evolution in real time while the structure or the specimen is 

being loaded; AE also allows to localize the damage with a suitable precision [5] and provides 

a qualitative measure of the energy released by the material [6], which historically is a 

fundamental feature considered in fracture and damage mechanics. The AE technique was 

used for pultruded materials in the analysis of insulator rods [7], but a more extensive 

knowledge of damage modes can be acquired with advanced signal analysis techniques. 

 

The high amount of data and variables involved in parametric AE has made the interpretation 

of different damage modes as complete as possible, but increasingly difficult with traditional 

data analysis techniques. Authors proposed that Duration, Amplitude and Energy of AE 

events can be used to distinguish between different AE sources [8]; frequency content of 

signals is also a useful parameter [9], but the application of well-defined criteria can be tricky 

when moving to another material or to a different layup or geometry. 

 

The classification problem can be solved with various techniques; among them, Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN) provide an effective solution [10]. It consists briefly of an array of 

various topology of interconnected neurons (which consist of transfer functions) where the 

mutual connections between neurons are weighted. An input layer of size m (m represents the 

number of input variables per sample) presents the inputs to the network; then the network 

has a so-called “hidden layer” made of l neurons, and eventually an output layer. If properly 

trained (i. e. the network adjusts its weights to adapt to a known output from known inputs) a 

neural network can approximate any non-linear problem well [11]. 

 

Self-organizing maps (SOMs) are a particular type of neural networks that allow the 

classification of input vectors according to their grouping in their feature space [12]. These 

networks do not need supervised learning to classify the inputs, but they rearrange the weights 

of the hidden layer and the mutual distances between neurons. After training, a SOM shows 

neuron mutual interconnections, which reflect on the clustering of input signals.  

 

 
Figure 1. Self-organizing map scheme 

 

SOMs are used for a first clustering. It is often useful to classify data with a SOM that has far 

more classes than necessary [13]: after that, the neighbor distances of the SOM neurons are 

used by the k-means clustering algorithm [14] to identify a smaller number of clusters. This 

helps identifying areas of the map which are strongly interconnected. 

 



Aim of this research is to assess the different damage modes of these materials through the 

use of classification algorithms. This classification can allow the definition of a clearer model 

for damage evolution; this can be used in condition monitoring systems where the evolution 

of separated damage modes is always crucial. 

 

2.  Materials and methods 

 
2.1 Specimens 

 

The material tested in this experimental set is a pultruded E-glass fiber reinforced material. 

The matrix consists of equally distributed polyester not saturated resins (commercial names 

Leguval W 24 GA and Synolite 0175-N-1); the resin fraction is 57% in weight. Specimens 

include additional layers of random MAT, which consists of randomly oriented long glass 

fibers, and are used to improve the mechanical characteristics of the material in directions 

different from the fiber axis (Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. MAT3 specimens layup scheme 

 

Two different configurations of material were tested. The MAT2 type consists of 

unidirectional long glass fibers (whole specimen length) oriented as the specimen longitudinal 

axis, layed up with a top and bottom MAT layer; the MAT3 type included an additional layer 

of MAT (called Volumat) inside the volume of the specimen. 

 

For this work, 15 MAT3 and 19 MAT2 specimens were prepared. The specimens were milled 

to a dog-bone shape (Figure 3). Such configuration is suggested to avoid the use of tabs and 

the consequent stress intensification; it shows the best uniformity in failure modes, and avoids 

unwanted slipping of the tabs due to non-perfect bonding [15].  

 

 
Figure 3. Dog-bone shape used for specimens 

 



2.2 Test procedure 

 

The specimens were tested in a uniaxial electromechanical testing machine MTS RT100. 

Tests were made according to ASTM D3039 [16] in displacement control, with a crosshead 

speed of 2 mm/min. Deformation was measured directly through the crosshead displacement 

of the testing machine, being its stiffness much higher than the specimen’s, and the stress was 

measured with a 100kN load cell. 

 

To monitor the specimens with AE, a commercial instrumentation (Vallen AMSY-5) was 

used. This instrumentation includes the whole measurement chain involved in AE recording 

(Figure 4). Sensors are of the resonant type (VS150M). 

 
Figure 4. AE setup 

 

Two sensors were attached to each specimen with vacuum silicone grease at a distance of 

120mm. Sensors were then connected to preamplifiers with short cables (less than 1000mm); 

each preamplifier was connected to one channel of the AE master unit. The unit was 

connected to a laptop which recorded the AE “hits” waveforms and parameters. The noise 

threshold of the channels was set to 40dB AE. The AE system also received the analog output 

signals from the testing machine, to synchronize AE data with test data. 

 

Before each test, the specimen was mounted in the hydraulic grips of the machine. Two 

minutes of noise were recorded without applying any load, to make sure that no signal would 

pass the threshold amplitude value. 

 

Then, a pencil lead break test was performed along the specimen, with steps of 10mm. In this 

case, the attenuation was less than 5dB over the length of the specimen, and thus it was 

neglected. 

 

After these tests, the AE system was put in “pulsing” mode. The average wave velocity in the 

material was found to be about 3500 m/s. 

 



After specimen preparation, the tests were started, and the AE data recorded. The test was 

stopped when a significant load bearing capacity fall was seen (namely 20% of the maximum 

load reached). 

 

2.3 Post-processing 

 

In the post-processing phase, all events localized by the two sensors were considered. The 

inputs for the SOM used in this analysis are: 

 

 A (amplitude in dB) 

 D (duration in ms) 

 R (risetime in ms) 

 CNTS (AE waveform counts) 

 E (AE waveform energy) 

 FCOG (FFT center of gravity in Hz) 

 FMXA (FFT peak frequency in Hz) 

 

Data was normalized and the network was trained using the batch training algorithm. 

 

The resulting neighbour distances are then passed to a k-means algorithm with a variable 

number of clusters; the optimal cluster number was chosen based on the one which had the 

lower sum of squared errors. AE data was then divided according to the clusters defined. 

 

3.  Results 
 

3.1 Specimen state 

 

Failure modes presented by the specimens have been uniform through all the specimen set. 

The main failure modes found have been: 

 

 catastrophic delamination of the MAT and Volumat layers (Figure 5); 

 fracture of the MAT upper and lower layers (Figure 6); 

 delamination of the inner layers (Figure 7); 

 fiber/matrix debonding. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Top MAT delamination in specimen MAT2_104 



 
 

Figure 6. Top MAT layer fracture in specimen MAT3_119 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Initiation of internal delamination in specimen MAT2_102 

 

The ultimate load values showed a distribution with a mean of 340 MPa and standard 

deviation of 28 MPa. An example of the behavior of a specimen is represented in the stress-

strain graph of Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. An example stress-strain curve (MAT3_119) 

 

3.2 AE data processing 

 

A typical plot of the SOM weights for each input parameter is reported in Figure 9. The SOM 

weights plot shows the weight of the connection of the input vector to each neuron of the 

Kohonen layer. The U-matrix shows mutual distances between neighbor neurons; blue areas 

(near neurons) mean that the neurons in that area tend to form a group; the lighter areas 



represent the separation paths between groups of neurons (higher distance). It can be visible 

directly from the U-matrix that data tend to form in this case at least 4-5 distinct clusters.  

 

 
Figure 9. SOM weight planes for each input parameter 

 

Weights show that CNTS have a small effect on the response, because weights are mostly 

near -1. FCOG and FMXA have similar effects, meaning that these two variables are strongly 

correlated. 

Amplitude also defines a boundary which is similar to the effect of FCOG and FMXA 

parameters. However, its weight is small compared to other parameters (but not negligible). 

 

When an input vector is presented to the network, one “winning neuron” is selected; this is the 

first step of the classification algorithm presented. As previously said, differently linked areas 

in the U-matrix are more likely to represent similar signals, separated by different features. 

The k-means algorithm provides such grouping, by recognising clusters in the SOM neuron 

distances, providing a lower number of clusters. In Figure 10, a clusterization of the SOM 

shown before is presented; 6 clusters are found in this case. For the specimens examined in 

this work, SOM clustering with k-means algorithm showed a quite uniform number of 

clusters among the dataset, varying between 6 and 8 clusters per specimen. 

 



 
Figure 10. SOM clustered by the k-means algorithm 

 

Clustered signals showed a variable number of different AE signals. In all specimens, 

however, 5 similar modes were highlighted, named with letters from A to E. The AE curves 

can be seen in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. AE activity separated in different clusters (MAT2_102) 

 

For each specimen, the cumulate energy was also calculated. Figure 12 shows cumulate 

energy (color scale) versus crosshead in mm. The horizontal axis represents the x location 

along the specimen axis of the cumulated events, so that each energy cumulate (vertical strip) 

corresponds to a bin of 10mm of width on the specimen. This allows to follow the energy 

release of each area of the specimen, for each distinct cluster. 



 
Figure 12. Energy vs time along the specimen axis, for every cluster (MAT2_102) 

 

Energy release of class A signals (Figure 13) show a bell-shaped distribution of energy in 

time. This may be linked to the specimen shape, which presents less material (that means 

higher stress) in the central section. Cumulate energy order of magnitude is 10
3
. Also, it is the 

signal group that begins earlier its development. 

 

 
Figure 13. Class A signals energy distribution 

 

Class B and C (Figure 14, Figure 15) show mostly localized peaks and most of energy is 

released beginning from 2/3 of the test. The AE activity curve of Figure 11 confirms that its 

development occurs mainly in the last phase of the test. Cumulate energy order of magnitude 

is 10
4
 for both classes. 



 
Figure 14. Class B signals energy distribution 

 
Figure 15. Class C signals energy distribution 

 

Class D (Figure 16) shows the highest energy of all classes, with order of magnitudes around 

10
7
. The AE curve highlights that this kind of events are developed mainly in the final part of 

the test, near the specimen ultimate load value. 

 

 
Figure 16. Class D signals energy distribution 

 

Class E signals (Figure 17) are located mainly in the external x positions (-10, +130 mm). 

Activity is one of the lowest (as few as 50 events) and energy order of magnitude is 10
3
 and 

10
4
. 

 
Figure 17. Class E signals energy distribution 

 

 

 



Waveforms are reported in Figure 18, and show the different features of the 5 groups. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Waveforms found in different classes 

 

4.  Discussion and conclusions 
 

Clustering showed more clearly the damage modes and evolutions which are evolving in the 

material. In particular, there is evidence of: 

 

 an AE class of signals which are somehow related to the average stress (class A); 

 two medium energy classes which are active in the last 1/3 of the test, at high load 

levels (classes B and C); 

 an high energy class of signals which is active near the failure of the specimen (class 

D); 



 a class of signals that is active from the beginning of the test, and is mostly located at 

the outer sides of the specimen (class E) 

 

It is inherently difficult to identify the damage mode that is responsible for the AE signals of 

each class. However, the following speculations based on observations on specimens during 

and after the tests may be made: 

 

 signals of type D may be related to sudden energy releases near the end of the test, 

where abrupt delaminations were seen, however this identification is made more 

complicated because specimen breakage involves many sudden energy release 

phenomena together; 

 signals of type A have a distribution linkable to average stress in the specimen, and 

location of more active areas is compatible with inner cracks found in specimens, as 

shown in Figure 7; this may indicate a failure mode linked to the matrix early 

degradation or linked to the difference between transverse deformation of the roving 

and of the MAT; 

 signals of type B and C have locations that may be linked with upper and lower MAT 

cracking, as the one visible in Figure 6; 

 signals of type E are mainly found in areas near the grips, however similar signals 

have been found in specimen MAT 2 104 in some different areas; this can be due to 

misclassification, or due to a different signal source type. 

 

Results so far achieved show that the clustering technique based on the self organizing map 

and the k-means clustering is capable of separate in a clear way distinct signal types. 

However, the precise identification of damage modes that are source of each different signal 

class will need more detailed testing. 

 

Further developments of this research can be made introducing some volumetric non-

destructive evaluation techniques to assess damage development during the progression of 

damage modes, or through the introduction of artificial defects; also the application of 

wavelet transform to signals can be useful to add further parameters to the clustering 

algorithm. 
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